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The bullishness in the Taiex market will fade after hitting the 20,000-point mark 

The Taiex surged 2,000 points, hitting the 20,000-point mark, over the past month, 

reflecting fears of missing out (FOMO) on the AI frenzy. Although 2024-25F profitability 

of the Taiex will soar rapidly, driven by the AI trend, we expect the ‘fast’ bull will turn into 

a ‘slow’ bull, as skyrocketing share prices have diverged too far from fundamentals in the 

near term, indicating the Taiex rally will convert into consolidation at high levels while 

fundamentals recover. Results revealed over the past month were largely in line with 

expectations, and the consensus profitability forecast for Taiex-listed companies thus 

remains intact. However, on the back of the share price surge, the forward 12-month PE 

of the Taiex soared rapidly to 19x from 16x, exceeding the long-term average of 15x by 

1-2 standard deviations (SD), approaching the levels of two historical peaks. The forward 

12-month PE peaked during the China–US trade war, at 20x, and the COVID-19 pandemic, 

at 19x. Moreover, over two thirds of the sectors or counters posted less-than-stellar sales 

achievements in accumulated January–February sales, relative to 1Q24 forecasts. 1Q24F 

results, which will determine the Taiex trend in April and May, may be disappointing 

unless sales in March register a significant jump. 

The AI frenzy has reached the midpoint of the equivalent bull term of the dotcom 

bubble & we believe a long-term Taiex bull run is sustainable 

The bull run for the tech sector, which was the leading sector in US stocks during the 

dotcom bubble, continued to 1Q00 from its start in 1998. The bull run lasted for over two 

years, while share prices doubled. The forward PE also peaked at 75x from 24x. The AI 

frenzy that started in 2023 has only lasted for one year to date, with share prices 

increased by 50%, and seen forward PE trend up to 37x from 22x. Compared to the 

dotcom bubble, we believe the current AI frenzy has just reached the midpoint of its bull 

run. Additionally, corporate earnings growth driven by the AI trend is more significant 

compared to that seen during the dotcom bubble. As Taiwan firms are key suppliers to 

the AI arms race, we expect 2024-25F Taiex overall earnings growth to be above 20%. We 

will revisit our prediction of a 20,000-point peak when 1Q24 results are revealed. 

We recommend investors engage high-yield stocks and sub-sectors with low bases and 

valuations as the Taiex consolidates 

We recommend investors engage high-yield stocks and sub-sectors with low bases and 

valuations as the Taiex consolidates at high levels. Historically, high yield stocks easily 

attract funds during the second and third quarters. Additionally, valuations will be 

bolstered by high-dividend ETF passive funds this year. Sub-sectors with low bases and 

valuations include bicycles, industrial automation, smartphones, PC, automotive 

components and aerospace. 

Valuation & Action 

Compared to the dotcom bubble, the AI frenzy has just reached the mid-point of its bull 

run. Hence, we believe a long-term bull run for the Taiex is sustainable. However, as the 

Taiex rally has diverged away from fundamentals, we think the strength of the bullishness 

in the market will fade, implying the index may shift to consolidation at high levels from 

a strong rally. We recommend investors start to engage high-yield stocks and sub-sectors 

with low bases and valuations. 
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All the above named KGI analyst(s) is SFC licensed person accredited to KGI Asia Ltd to carry on the 

relevant regulated activities. Each of them and/or his/her associate(s) does not have any financial interest in 

the respectively covered stock, issuer and/or new listing applicant. 

 

  

Disclaimer 
All the information contained in this report is not intended for use by persons or entities located in or residing in jurisdictions which restrict the distribution of this information by KGI Asia 

Limited (“KGI”) or an affiliate of KGI. Such information shall not constitute investment advice, or an offer to sell, or an invitation, solicitation or recommendation to subscribe for or invest 

in any securities or investment products or services nor a distribution of information for any such purpose in any jurisdiction. In particular, the information herein is not for distribution and 

does not constitute an offer to sell or the solicitation of any offer to buy any securities in the United States of America, or to or for the benefit of United States persons (being residents of the 

United States of America or partnerships or corporations organised under the laws of the United States of America or any state, territory or possession thereof). All the information contained 

in this report is for general information and reference purpose only without taking into account of any particular investor’s objectives, financial situation or needs. Such information is not 

intended to provide professional advice and should not be relied upon in that regard. 

Some of KGI equity research and earnings estimates are available electronically on www.kgi.com.hk. Please contact your KGI representative for information. The information and opinions 

in this report are those of KGI internal research activity. KGI does not make any representation or warranty, express or implied, as to the fairness, accuracy, completeness or correctness of 

the information and opinions contained in this report. The information and opinions contained in this report are subject to change without any notice. No person accepts any liability 

whatsoever for any loss however arising from any use of this report or its contents. This report is not to be construed as an invitation or offer to buy or sell securities and/or to participate in 

any investment activity. This report is being supplied solely for informational purposes and may not be redistributed, reproduced or published (in whole or in part) by any means for any 

purpose without the prior written consent of KGI. Members of the KGI group and their affiliates may provide services to any companies and affiliates of such companies mentioned herein. 

Members of the KGI group, their affiliates and their directors, officers and employees may from time to time have a position in any securities mentioned herein.  


